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[image: ]In Human Design there is a concept of Split Definition. A split occurs when there are defined centers that do not all connect together through defined channels. Overall there are 5 different possibilities regarding definition in Human Design. Here is a list from simple to complex. No Definition This would be a reflector that has […]
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Testimonials

Just wanted to send  you a quick update, and thank you again for your help with shedding (A  HUGE) light on my daughter’s Human Design.  Even though there isn’t an official  handbook for parenting, I take a lot comfort in knowing that I can add HD to my  parenting toolbox! 😉  I’m absolutely blown away by your knowledge on this  topic; it’s so fascinating and I’m eager to learn more about it.  I’ve noticed  an awesome shift in my home since our session; the tips that you gave us to help  us with our daughter- that are in tune with her design – have helped  tremendously.   Peter, thank you….and thank you for approaching such a  sensitive topic with such love, compassion, and understanding. It means so much  to me! 

Vanessa Everett
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